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President’s Message
Dear fellow members and readers,
Thank you very much for electing me as President for
the next two years. Timing is everything, so in the midst
of the COVID-19 crisis, it was immediately time to get
to work. At the NTCC, as at all of our members, we had
to adapt to a new way of working and communicating
with our members. At an early stage, we introduced the
concept of webinars to inform our members of what
measures the Thai government was taking and what
incentives the government had in store. The latter were
a big disappointment, as the incentives are focused on
supporting the financial system and providing additional
“soft loans” to companies that were already indebted as
at December of last year. As a result of this focus, many
of our members didn’t get access to any additional
financing, and had to find other ways to survive during
this difficult period. However, certain tax incentives might
give some relief, as the payment of corporate income
tax can be delayed to August, and filing the half-year tax
return can be delayed to September, but between some
tears and a little smile, the latter will be small.
Indeed, the business community has experienced substantial COVID-19 misery. However, we also realized
that the people employed in the informal economy were
deprived of any source of income. With limited to no
savings, many of them simply didn’t have money to buy
food anymore. Therefore, we are proud that some of
our members made the effort to help those people in
need by cooking meals or handing out rice and sanitary
items. At the NTCC, we felt we couldn’t sit on the sidelines any longer and joined the initiative “Help Helpen
in Thailand”. This member initiative was started by Jos
Campman, joined by Martien Vlemmix of MKB Thailand,
as well as Hans and me of the NTCC to collect money
to support these initiatives by Dutch entrepreneurs
and companies in Thailand. The initiative was a great
success, as we collected more than €20,000, which
was enough for more than 40,000 meals! Now, as the
restrictions are being lifted, we feel that these people
can start to earn money again, so we will stop providing
support by 30 June.
Considering all the activities that our members and the
NTCC have initiated, the only conclusion one can come
to is that we “busy Dutch” are very agile or even
flourish in difficult situations. Therefore, I am convinced
that many of our members will find ways to exit the
COVID-19 crisis stronger than before. I wish you all a lot
strength, wisdom, and agility in these challenging times.
With best regards,
Rob Hurenkamp
NTCC President,

Lasermed Co., Ltd.
Director
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Embassy News
Looking ahead in uncertain times

T

........ he economic team at the Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok works hard to facilitate and
assist Dutch companies who want to do business in or with Thailand, and Thai companies
who are interested in the Dutch market. The current travel restrictions as a result of the corona
crisis call for new and creative ways to connect the Dutch and Thai business sector. This article
focuses on two new pathways that the embassy is working on to ensure safe and productive
trade between Thailand and the Netherlands under the ‘new normal.’
‘Digitally shaking hands’
Besides the Dutch government’s request to stop
shaking hands to limit the transmission of the coronavirus, travelling between the Netherlands and Thailand is currently restricted. These travel restrictions
constrain the possibilities for physical trade missions.
Hence, many trade missions have been postponed.
For example, the Dutch water trade mission to Thailand, initially planned for March, has been moved to
the end of November 2020.
However, travel restrictions have also created an opportunity for Dutch embassies around the world to
explore digital ways to connect Dutch organisations
with foreign markets. The benefit of organising digital events is that a broader audience can be reached
by taking away geographical boundaries. As a result,
more companies can partake in information sharing,
activities are less time consuming due to the absence
of transportation necessities, and the costs are lower.

The Consulate General in San Francisco is organising
the first Dutch virtual trade mission from June 15-19.
During this virtual trade mission, Dutch businesspeople
working in the field of smart and e-mobility can visit
Silicon Valley from the comfort and safety of their own
homes. Knowledge sharing and network building will
take place through a mix of interactive online meetings
with experts and high-ranking officials, personalised
matchmaking with American parties, thematic breakout sessions, and digital network sessions.
The Netherlands embassy in Bangkok is also preparing
digital options for virtual information sharing and network building. For example, the embassy is in the process
of co-organising a webinar on Life, Science and Health
(LSH) together with Task Force Healthcare and other
Dutch embassies in the region.

‘Stronger together’
Working together with other Dutch embassies in
Southeast Asia is not limited to organising webinars.
The Dutch embassies in the ASEAN-5 countries, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam, are
working together on five topics; Healthcare, Waste
solutions, Water Technology and Quality, Agro, and
Start-ups.
The Dutch embassies in the ASEAN-5 countries work
together to use the collective weight and the potential
of the ASEAN-5 economies. Furthermore, partnerships
are formed to ensure that
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sufficient public and private means are invested in improving the market position in the five focus areas. The
ASEAN-5 is, after all, a region that has been recognised
as one of the nine strategic focus markets of Dutch
economic diplomacy and trade promotion.
The embassies, together with the Dutch public
and private sector and in dialogue with interested
companies and institutions, aim to identify which
Product-Market Combinations are the most

Embassy News
promising. These combinations are meant for
companies who want to invest and trade in at least
two of the ASEAN-5 markets within the next five years.
These market studies give companies a competitive
advantage through analyses of opportunities and
risks in different ASEAN-5 countries. Furthermore, the
embassies, together with other parties, are looking into
organising an ASEAN- 5 business week to inform more
entrepreneurs on the most promising opportunities in the
market.
What has already been done?
Two examples of joined projects by the Dutch embassies
in the ASEAN-5 countries are highlighted to further
elaborate on the deliverables of their collaboration.
Firstly, the ASEAN-5 is currently developing a sector
study on water technology. This study aims to give an
in-depth insight into the opportunities and developments in this sector across the five countries. Furthermore, the study will provide entrepreneurs with
useful pointers on customs, strengths, and weaknesses, and potential financers within the water
technology sector. Moreover, the study also aims to
advise the Dutch embassies on which government
interventions will have the most significant economic
impact on the successful positioning of the Dutch
water technology sector in the ASEAN market.
A second example is the sector analysis on the fundamentals for developing the Waste-to-Energy (WTE)
market in Thailand and Malaysia.

This study sets out to answer the question of how
Dutch expertise can benefit the Thai and Malaysian
WTE market to enable Dutch consortia to be successful.
As a follow up to this sector analysis, the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency together the Dutch embassies in
the respective countries organised a trade mission on
waste to Malaysia and Thailand in October 2019.
During this trade mission, nine Dutch companies visited
different government organisations and companies in
Thailand before attending the International Greentech
& Eco Products Exhibition & Conference in Malaysia.
This mission enabled Dutch companies to introduce
themselves, get a more in-depth insight into local
waste management and circular platforms in Thailand
and Malaysia, and explore possible cooperation.

The office of the Netherlands embassy in Bangkok with
a new solar panel roof.

Embassy Business Support
The Netherlands Embassy in Thailand provides business support services to highlight business opportunities
between the Netherlands and Thailand. Market studies and trade missions are among the different forms of
business support that the embassy offers.
A factsheet on doing business in the ASEAN countries can be found via
https://www.netherlandsworldwide.nl/doing-business-in-southeast-asia-asean.
Dutch companies who want to do business with Thailand can contact the Netherlands Enterprise
Agency (RVO) for financial support programs,
for more information visit https://english.rvo.nl/subsidies-programmes.
More information on the Dutch top sectors and upcoming events can be found on our website
https://www.netherlandsworldwide.nl/countries/thailand/doing-business
and Facebook page ‘Embassy of the Netherlands in Thailand’.
For further inquiry on Dutch-Thai business relations and support, please contact the Netherlands Embassy
in Thailand via ban-ea@minbuza.nl.
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Bumrungrad’s Corona response commander Dr. Korpong speaking.
By Sebas Mak, Marketing & Communications Intern, Netherlands – Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

"I

........ t is the right time, as we are away from war it’s time to have peace in Thailand.” Says
Dr. Korpong in the beginning of the interview about adjusting to the new reality. The
right time to look forward and think about how to move forward and shape a safer future. After
a three-month lockdown, Thailand has entered the third phase of lifting the lockdown on the
1st of June. Moderate-risk businesses including boxing stadia, massage parlours, spas and
convention venues have been allowed to reopen. On June 15th, Thailand entered the fourth
phase of reopening and lifted the curfew restriction’s. One month later the government plans
to lift all business and activity lockdowns, as well as cautious reopening to international tourists.
Bumrungrad International Hospital in Bangkok
had the courtesy to set up a meeting with Dr.
Korpong Rookkapan, who has been appointed
by the managing director and CEO of the
hospital to be the commander for this Covid
pandemic. Dr. Korpong has over 12 years’
experience in management positions and is
working at Bumrungrad for around 6 years.
Back in 2015 he was the commander of the
MERS infection at Bumrungrad, they were
the first hospital that had to take care of a
with MERS infected patient in Thailand and
successfully handled the situation. Proving
the experience and ability of Bumrungrad in
handling emerging diseases and virus infections.
The experience with diseases and viruses, such
as H1N1, MERS, flu and Ebola has led to an even
better preparedness at Bumrungrad. As soon as
they received the information by the end of last
year that a cluster of coronavirus infections has erupted
in China, the Covid command system activation started.
Which was activated under command of Dr. Korpong on
the 3rd of January. The command centre stays in contact
with the CDC, WHO and China to assess the situation,
to always stay one step ahead. To ensure the safety of
their people, including doctors and staff and the safety
of patients and family.

Asst. Prof. Dr Korpong
Rookkaphan, MD
“Because the Covid-19 is
Novel, thus new. We had
no information, We had
no knowledge. We had
nothing. So, the first thing
into our mind and discussion at the command
centre is how can we
manage the fear.”

In the beginning of the situation there was no information available, while the outbreak in China evolved
into a disaster with a huge number of infections and lots
of casualties. At that point you realise this is not only a
new virus infection but also a deadly one. Managing fear
is the first priority, to ensure that all doctors and hospital
staff especially staff that’s in the frontline are not afraid.

Communication is very important. That’s also the objective of the Command Centre who are in close contact with
the hospital executives and medical executives with the
goal to conquer the fear. The Command Centre ensures
them with knowledge, information, protocols, guidelines
etc. To make sure they are well- prepared for what’s to
come. Thereby, is there an annual infectious disease
risk assessment. Which has been in place for over five
years now.
“Every year we closely monitor, what is going on at a
global level and national level in terms of emerging
diseases, what is going on? Are we ready? Is our protocol
ready?Are our people ready? Is our PPE ready?’
Hygiene, the whole hospital needs to be re-evaluated,
every building’s floor from the front down to the back
end. Is our facility clean enough? “We are not expecting
only clean, but we expect super clean, meaning that if
there’s any possibility to improve we take it’”
Resulting in the purchase of the Pulsed Xenon Light
UV, which they acquired from one of their partners in
the U.S. It’s an innovative product with cutting edge
technology that disinfects patients’ rooms and operating
rooms without the usage of heavy metals, such as
uranium. They acquired this product as a response to
this very contagious new virus.
Bumrungrad was the first private hospital to be certified to conduct Covid-19 examinations by the Department of Medical Science
Academic, because this is a new virus, the command
centre decided to set up a new academic team to
support their decisions. Every decision that is made
at Bumrungrad is scientifically backed by professors.
This team reviews every publication regarding Covid
for instance, guidelines to do surgery, dental practices
and for women who are in labour. This academic team
is an essential part of the hospitals’ contingency plan.
The driving force behind the contingency plan is the
knowledge management, that needs to reach every
doctor. This is done by sharing all available knowledge
on their own medical portal with accessibility to this
intranet for all their doctors.
Do you think this new reality is going to stay with us?
“That depends on you, that depends on us. The next
time you get fever, flue would you put on your mask,
would you wash your hands. It doesn’t depend on the
hospitals but on everyone in the society, everyone
at the top policy making of the country level. Talking
about Bumrungrad, we will not let it go easily and we
will not go back to the old days”

Adjusting to the new reality
On a national level Thailand seems to handle the situation rather well, however, the impact of a second
wave and large amount of Covid patients could be catastrophic. There is insufficient ICU capacity for a large
outbreak. To minimise the risk of a second wave and
large-scale outbreak, the government plans to gradually
reopen and monitor step by step. These decisions and
plans are also advised by highly ranked professors in
Thailand who are appointed by the prime minister.
For Bumrungrad’s top- and middle management
number one priority right now is to be prepared for
the second hit or even the next pandemic. Not only
the healthcare sector should prepare themselves,
but also shopping malls, hotels etc.
“This is not as fashion that comes and goes, emerging
diseases will be with us forever”
Emerging diseases has been reported by the World
Economic Forum as one of the global risks, which is
fuelled by globalization, urbanization and global warming. So, from now on emerging diseases like Covid-19
is something that every organization needs to prepare
for.
At Bumrungrad this means driving up the team dynamics, strengthen scientific based decision making, engaging on a major decision, involving all the stakeholder,
for instance suppliers and especially engaging tjeor own
people. “Very important, it’s like a war. You need to talk
to the soldier; you need to get into the soldier’s heart to
be the centre of everyone”. Thereby you need to stay
ahead of the game, don’t be passive and don’t ask the
obvious.
Digitalisation, digital transformation is very important
a good example is telemedicine which is implemented
successfully in the market with hundreds of patients
having access to this new service. Making it easier
for patients to talk to their doctors without visiting the
hospital. This is not temporary, but will become a new
normal for chronic patient, elderly patients.
Co-creation, the right innovation comes from listening
to your customers, peers and agents. Co-creating with
your partner to touch customer needs. For instance,
Bumrungrad has talked to patients who need to come
to the hospital for medication or a vaccine and asked
them if they have any concern during the Covid time
to come to the hospital, their answer was they don’t
want to be in the lobby/hospital with other patients. So,
Bumrungrad created the 60 Second Clinic, where
patients can just drive their car through this clinic
make the payment and get a flu shot for example all
within 60 seconds.
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Staying Connected Despite the Distance
Ideas and strategies for re-entry onto the branded stage
At the core of everything we do at kubik is our ability to come up with creative
ways to stay connected, creating the environments and experiences that bring
people together. While the world has changed, our team of creatives, engineers
and fabricators have had to adapt to find new solutions to bring people together
safely in engaging, creative ways. Physical distancing doesn’t mean the elimination
of communication. kubik has responded to the need to make our communities
safer while opening dialogues that keep people connected safely.
Here we are addressing some key challenges that customer-facing brands are
currently experiencing in this challenging time and offer solutions that allow
companies to provide an enhanced brand experience in this changing landscape.

What to Expect Now – Safer Environments and Public Spaces
Work Places

As we return to the workplace, shared office resources will require
changes to ensure the safety of both customers and staff. Making
offices and workspaces safer may include installing service counter
protection and workstation dividers, creating isolation pods for safer
meeting environments, providing sanitizer dispensers and UV
sterilizer solutions and the installation of visuals to encourage safe
practices including signs and distancing markers.

Public Spaces

As we return to the workplace, shared office resources will require changes to ensure the safety of both customers
and staff. Making offices and workspaces safer may include installing service counter protection and workstation
dividers, creating isolation pods for safer meeting environments, providing sanitizer dispensers and UV sterilizer
solutions and the installation of visuals to encourage safe practices including signs and distancing markers.

Retail Environments

Retail spaces will also need to adapt to provide safer shopping solutions to customers. Queue control and sanitizer
dispensers will be key, as well as visual reminders to maintain distance through signs and distancing markers.
Some retailers may require more permanent curbside pick-up solutions and low-touch shelf solutions to reduce
contact.

What to Expect in the Near Future – Low Contact Face-to-Face Customer Engagement
Digital to the Rescue

When meeting face-to-face isn’t an option whether due to physical distancing or
other limitations, digital solutions can provide a rich and engaging customer
experience. Remote launches and training, real-time telecasting and webinars,
virtual product demos with high detail 3D modeling can keep audiences
engaged remotely.

Facility Upgrades

While large scale gatherings may take some time to return, there are many
ways brands can remain connected to customers. Showroom and facility
upgrades that allow for safe client visits may be required in some facilities.
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Mobile and Pop-Ups

Mobile exhibitions, tours and regional pop-up activations that bring brands to their clients, and virtual product
demos, webinars and teleconference solutions that allow meetings to happen at a distance can all help to keep
audiences engaged on a smaller and safer scale.

What to Expect Next – Alternatives to Large Scale Events
Events and conferences will continue to evolve as the economy reves-up and a re-entry to face-to-face events
begins to take place engaging groups of people. While larger events may be slow to recover from the global challenges we currently face, it is likely that we will soon see a return to smaller gatherings with the first wave of easing
restrictions on physical distancing. These mini-events may have significantly smaller numbers than what some
brands are used to, but can also offer the ability for the brand to narrow their focus and attention to the needs of
the particular audience they serving.

Scalable Events

These small scale events may take the form of VIP invitation only events such as
restaurant takeovers. Hybrid events that digitize key areas of exhibit programming to
reach a larger audience may also become the norm. Product and software demos,
live product reveals and launches, presentations and subject matter expert speaker
sessions can all be held virtually, reducing physical contact amongst attendees.

Future Planning and Hybridization

Many of the tools that brands employ within their face-to-face activations can be
digitized. Not only will this allow for greater extension and amplification to remote
audiences who may not be able to attend physically, but it will also provide an
effective contingency plan in the event of future disruptions.

Continued Innovation

The current global challenges will fuel greater innovation by brands. kubik’s team of creatives, engineers and fabricators are able to react quickly to provide physical and digital solutions to ensure brands are able to safely connect
with consumers in this changing landscape without sacrificing brand experience

We’re working now, planning for tomorrow and preparing for the future,
continuing to tell your stories with the experiences, events and
technologies that will be part of our new world.
ABOUT kubik

kubik shapes brand stories into extraordinary experiences while exceeding customer expectations through
innovation, ingenuity, enthusiasm, loyalty, and the drive to succeed. With world-wide capabilities, kubik has
been producing trade show programs, corporate and retail environments, and experiential events for Fortune
500 companies and global brands for the past 36 years. kubik provides end-to-end solutions from creative
design, digital technologies, fabricating, installation and complete project management. For more information
visit thinkubik.com or contact erna.geerligs@thinkubik.com
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SUPERCAR PROTECTION
FOR YOUR ENGINE.
Shell Helix Ultra motor oil provides unsurpassed sludge protection* for your engine
against damaging deposits. By forming a protective film around components,
Shell Helix Ultra helps reduce corrosion and wear, and
improves the performance of your engine.That’s why every
Ferrari leaves the production line full of Shell Helix Ultra.
Make your car feel like a supercar.

PROUD DRIVERS CHOOSE SHELL HELIX ULTRA
Shell Helix

*Based on standard industry sludge tests
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Hospitality: A New Reality or Constant Change
By Michael Cowan – Beacon Sky Hospitality

T

........

he Hotel & Resort sector of the hospitality industry is about to reopen what is going to
be the new normal. As reality hits when occupancy levels will be low for some time to come.
We certainly must adjust our thinking and our approach to traditional hospitality management
The world is forever changing; however, this pandemic
has hastened the need to accept change and adapt
much quicker particularly in the business of hospitality.
Accept that we need to modify how we operate our
businesses and take a fresh look at what exactly do we
need to do to remain profitable.
In our hospitality world the true financial impact has
yet to be evidenced, certainly the corporate world will
return more sooner than later, however the tourism
sector will see further challenges. So accordingly, we
must adapt our business model, as we all now know
we cannot continue the way we previously operated.
It’s a question of where do we start?
In our view the commencement point is the foundation
of the business, its structure. Hotels and Resorts have
two forms of structure, its product in the services and
experiences offered, the other its people. Due to this
crisis we must address both, but we start with the
people. In the SE Asian region, we are blessed with
some of the best hospitality staff on the planet who
are willing, capable and affordable. However, the
traditional hotel structure is not a lean one and it’s
time to multiskill, outsource and improve productivity.
Sadly, this will mean the break-up of the hotel family but
tough decisions must be made to survive long term.
Decisive action in this re-structure should be immediate, strive for a flatter structure. There are four
areas we focus on
1.
2.
3.
4.

of positions or departments will be an option and offer
a window where we can test our ideas before embarking
on a long-term strategy. This applies particularly with
independent operators and owners.
The use of specialists who are compensated by their
achievements, not by longevity or seniority. Pro-active senior management is required, they must hold
a key responsibility other than a more general role,
take on sales, drive revenue and be out knocking on
potential client’s doors – become an active-hand
administrator. Look at your team and make serious
evaluations on whether you have the right team in
place to meet change head on Hygiene practices are
already being modified with more stringent controls
with more emphasis on training and understanding of
the importance of hygiene. This will commence from
the moment a guest arrives at the airport, through
check-in and in all round property cleanliness. We
are all familiar with the now common terms such as
screening and social distancing.
Some OUTSOURCING solutions worth considering:
• Direct Sales
• Marketing Communications / Social Media
• Finance & Accounting
• For a short-term view appoint interim management
in lieu of a return to a full-time management team

Marketing
Health & Safety
Operations
Finance

The first areas to focus on are the revenue generating
departments, and to generate revenue we need to
market and reconfigure the products we are packaging
– which must now include Health & Safety.
So, before we commence our marketing programs we
must align the operational structure. OUTSOURCING
Commerce vol. 2 / 2020 15

resistant to hosting bacteria. Functionality is likely to
remain the same, but how its delivered will change.
Existing properties will be challenged as aged
properties will be hard pressed to afford such
changes, but it must happen and planning change
should drive this year’s goals Guest expectations in
the tourism world will focus on experiences, which
will include the post Covid hygiene and distances
practices, maintain a people interaction element but
with a practical approach. Preserve the environment
whereby human contact is evident but introduce reduced direct contact.
A new marketing approach is required to include an
emphasis on revenue management, adjust the current
distribution channels and in the short-term focus on
domestic and direct sales. Promote your property as a
safe haven for guest to regain their confidence in that
the property is clean and safe. Updating Social media
and the Website is the quickest method to commence
this process.

Resorts where space allows will offer a greater feel
good factor, touching nature through exploratory
walks, flora and fauna interaction, herbal gardens,
locavore styled suppliers with local primary producers
delivering a farm to table product with less chemical
interference. Cultural experiences to include not only
the culinary aspects but medical and spiritual will be
sought. Differentiate with sub regional cultures and
cuisines, specialise and create a holistic experience.

The focus on Food & Beverage will change, as guests
expect healthy menu options, it once was an option,
but now it has become a mandatory inclusion. The
manner in which F & B is served and the now infamous
breakfast buffet is a format of the past with controlled
“pods” being preferred and expected. Buffets as we
know them will be modified with a more ala carte style
of offering.

The term Wellness is all encompassing versus the
feel-good Spa concept, add in the Health component
and see where these two terms can be introduced as
part of the daily operations. It will soon be expected by
all guests, explore it and then introduce it throughout
your business to include both staff and guests.

Historically hotels are not role models for change, but
as it’s a people business change is the new reality,
we must adapt and modify our business structure to
suit the market on a more regular basis, don’t believe
the old way is the right way, challenge the options.
Today it’s a much more sophisticated business and
technology is working in or favour which we should
embrace and keep abreast of these changes in the
most affordable way possible, by seeking regular
technical upgrade guidance.

In summary Covid 19 may well be a positive game
changer, it’s given us time to reflect on ourselves
our families and more importantly on others.
Embrace the opportunity, seek and challenge
change, consolidate your particular concept and
specialise by using the best resources available.
Don’t be intimidated by change: review, restructure
and restore your business at profitable levels.

The future physical product which is offered will take
on a healthier angle. From a design aspect we foresee more natural elements included in design, which
are beneficial to a healthy lifestyle, natural light, clean
fresh air, cleaner recycled air and use of material more

Visit www.beaconskyhospitality.com

MR. ROB HURENKAMP

Managing Partner -Mazars (Thailand)
“I’m managing partner Mazars in Thailand, we’re
providing accounting, audit, tax, legal, business
and financial advisory services. I’ve been board
member since 2010, already 10 years and I’m
looking forward to at least another 2 years. I
will put a lot of effort in helping the chamber,
certainly in communicating new laws and new
regulations that are implemented in Thailand. I
would also like to build a relationship with NLinBusiness in the Netherlands and other countries
where they have a presence. I believe it’s good
for the NTCC and the Dutch business community.
That’s something I hope to contribute in the
coming two years. “

MR. MANUEL MADANI

Business Architect Asia VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific Co.,Ltd.
“Entrepreneurial, nimble, curious, smart, leading
and proud we are talking about our values that
have shaped our business community in the last
two years. This community today, we are growing
to support and lead, more and more and not to follow. You know it and you have seen it, the NTCC
is under construction. We set sail 2 years ago for
a new direction and broughtnewcultureandanew
directiontowhereweare growing to. The mission is
crystal clear the two-sided marketplace between
Thai and Dutch need to be provided with the right
tools, the tools to help them grow and expand their
business network, I hope to contribute on this with
our network we have at VNU Asia. As you know we
are dedicated and committed, we’re half way to
deliver up on that mission”

MR. ERNST-OTTO SMIT

MR. VIROJ VITHAYAVEROJ

“I’m general manager of Green Wood travel, I
live longer here in Thailand than I ever lived anywhere else. We run the business for 27 years,
for inbound tourism from the Netherlands and
Belgium. Even during this time we are still the
happy people, we create dreams for people and
even now with Covid-19 we have now the time
to reflect and re- organize and make the world a
better place, stop the over tourism, think about
that. It’s not a time to get depressed because
business is horrible, it’s time to innovate and
share. We are the NTCC we share information,
you can always come to us and ask questions”

“Has been part of our board for many years, he’s
managing director of Philips and is very eager
to continue a board position in the coming 2
years and looks forward welcoming you at an
upcoming event.”

General Manager -Green Wood Travel

Managing Director -Philips

MR. NIEK HAMMER

MR. MARTHIJN SMIT

General Manager -The Okura Prestige

CEO -Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

“I’m the general manager of the Okura Presitge
in Bangkok, I’ve been in Bangkok for a year now.
Native Dutch speaker and been with the Okura
group for 17 years, out of which 12 years in
Amsterdam and meanwhile 5 years in Asia. Having
a number of Dutch hoteliers amongst us in the
city of Bangkok, I’m pleased to be asked to be
representing the Dutch hospitality sector within
the NTCC. Even though, this year the outlook for
2020 was perceived to be a bit more challenging,
I think the current situation that we’re facing now
due to Covid is changing the business completely,
nonetheless, I’m confident that the people will
travel again and will enjoy the beauty of Thailand.
So, I think in the upcoming period I want to work
within the sector on these post Covid measurements that we have to take, but at the same time
I believe that sustainability and also transforming
to digital technology are key pillars that we need
to be working upon. I look forward to meeting in
person and representing all of you.“

“Looking forward it’s important that the NTCC
continues to grow giving it enough gravitas in
close cooperation with other chambers and
embassies, create awareness and put those subjects on the agenda of the Thai government that
matters most tous as a Thai-Netherlands business community. A NTCC that is forward looking,
identifying new trends and developments a strong
network where businesses can advise and help
each other. Strong promoter of new business and
business opportunities, not only in Thailand but in
the further Asian region. We need to focus more
on the Thai-Dutch business relations, making the
NTCC a true Netherlands-Thai chamber, where
Dutch and Thai companies and persons are
equally presented. We need to further build on the
relationship with the Dutch embassy, to not only
stimulate business for companies in Thailand, but
also for Thai companies in the Netherlands.”

MR. GIDEON MOOLENBURGH
Regional Finance Director Grant Thornton Thailand

“I’m 48 years old, married and have a 5 years old
daughter. I have been in Thailand for 11 years,
working in several finance and controlling positions
in different companies in Thailand. I started with
a Dutch company called Driessen in 2009, where
I was the business unit controller. After 4 years I
moved to Bangkok where I became the regional
controller for Middle east and Asia for a facility
management company. I have been the finance
director of a jewellery company; Pandora. Since,
one year I’m the regional finance director for
Grant Thornton, which is both for Thailand and
Singapore. I would be pleased to join the NTCC
board as treasurer, where I can put my finance
experience to good use”

MR. NIELS AMMERLAAN

Managing Partner – Mind Tools Co., LTD.
“Change is the only stable factor in life and
especially now at this moment this a crazy
moment in life and change is not a should it’s
a must ”Mind Tools" is specialized in corporate
training and personal development, the moment
your company changes your employees need to
change, your employees can change in such a
way where they get benefits not only for now but
for the rest of your life. If you think about change,
think about Mind tools and furthermore I hope to
build a very strongteam here, to help networking
and expanding peopletheirnetworks.

MS. APINYA NGAMMOR

MR. MARCEL CANTERS

“I have over 16 years’ experience in providing
legal services to both local and international triads.
I’m now a partner of Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak,
where I have worked for over 12 years with my
expertiseandexperience I want to support the
well-functioning board, especially in relationship
to the legal part where now today there are many
updates and changesthatweshould carefully look
into.”

“I started Lasermed more or less fifteen year ago,
I’m already for more than thirty years active in the
medical equipment. My business is not so strongly
connected with the Netherlands, however, I do see
that the NTCC network helps to connect with other
companies. My customers are mainly hospitals and
clinics. “

Partner -Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak
Co., Ltd.

CEO – Lasermed Co., LTD.

MS. ERNA GEERLIGS

Account Director -Kubik Thailand
“I’m Living in Bangkok since 2018, working for Kubik which is a design and project
management company for events and exhibitions. Kubik designs, produces and
installs custom made stands and boots at exhibitions. But also, pop-up stores
made out of containers. The headquarters of Kubik is based in Toronto, Canada,
with offices in US, Europe and here in Bangkok. Kubik executes projects worldwide and I’m responsible for the APAC region. Since, I’m focusing on this area I
would also like to help the NTCC with their program and collaborations with the
other chambers of commerce in this area. “

Recent NTCC Events

Annual General Meeting, Wednesday, April 29, 2020
Due to these unprecedented times the NTCC had to
find another way of organising the annual general
meeting. This was discussed and decided by the board
of directors and resulted in the first webinar annual
general meeting & board of election 2020-2022. This
AGM wouldn’t have been possible without the support
from our board and the NTCC team that has worked
behind the screens and worked on the preparations to
facilitate a first of its kind at the NTCC.
Although this AGM is held so differently than usual, the
guidelines are still followed according to the bylaws,
as well as the guidelines and measures that were issued by the Department of Business development,
Ministry of Commerce (MOC) on how to organise an
online annual general meeting. This way everything
that has been decided in this AGM is legal and binding.
Topics that have been discussed during this AGM
were: Approval minutes of the AGM 2019, review of
activities from 2019, the approval of the balance sheet
& Profit and Loss account of 2019 including discharge
of liability for the Board of Directors and Executive
Director, nomination of the auditor and the elections
of the NTCC Board members, Vice-Presidents and
President for the years 2020-2022.
This AGM was officially opened by our former-president, Stefan van der Sluys who has been part of
the board of directors for a full decade as director,
vice-president and the last four years as the president
of the NTCC. During his opening words he mentioned
that this was the most peculiar annual general meeting
in its history. But that the members of the board and
himself look back on a good year, 2019.

“One of our more successful years, with a few highlights to mention there, the successful accreditation by NLinBusiness which is a job well done by the
executive director, as well as, good collaboration
with the Dutch ASEAN chambers (ADCN), the good
financial result of 2019. All in all, the Chamber is in
good condition, a better shape than the last 4 years.
While over the next four years having to continue
to evolve and adjusting to the times, it will be even
better than today. I’m sure.” Stefan van der Sluys,
former- President of the NTCC.
Stefan van der Sluys will hand over the position of
president to the newly chosen member. The NTCC is
truly grateful for all his hard work and will take the
opportunity on a later appointed moment to properly
thank him in an honorary way. The NTCC also has to
say goodbye to three other respected members. Our
appreciation goes out to Khun Vipas Paovarojkit of
Friesland Campina (Thailand) who joined the board
two years ago. To Marco Belonje for being a board
member for more than six years and running a
manufacturing group. To Khun Attapol Lohkittivanich
of Cryotech we want to thank you very much for your
time, dedication and support for 6 years.
After saying goodbye to a group of respected board
members, it’s also time to welcome our newly elected
board of directors. With our former vice-president
Rob Hurenkamp taking over the position of President,
as a managing partner at Mazars with many years
of experience in advisory services and part of the
NTCC board for ten years already we are confident
that he will lead the NTCC in the right direction. All
in all, we welcome seven newly elected directors
in the board. With a fresh board of directors that
represent the key industries featured at the NTCC
we will continue growing and innovating. (Meet the
new board at page 18, 19&20)
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Recent NTCC Events

Business Impact “covid-19” Webinar: Practical
Strategies for SME

HR Management during Covid-19

The NTCC would like to express their gratitude and
appreciation for the support that was given by our
speakers and we are glad to see the participation of
our members during this online event.

On the 7th of April the NTCC in cooperation with Lorenz
& Partners Co., Ltd. - L&P hosted the webinar 'HR
Management during COVID-19: Relief mechanism
under Thai labour law' Mr. Till Morstadt, Managing
Partner and German Attorney-at-Law with partner
Mr. Rapeesak Kesasuwan from Lorenz & Partners
gave guidance on HR Management from a legal point
of view. What is obligated/allowed under Thai labour
law and what is the best approach during this situation.
We would like to thank our guest speakers and
participants for this informative webinar

Cyber Security & The Decentralization of Labor

NTCC Webinar Botox Your Resume and LinkedIN

On the 5th of May another successful webinar took
place. This time the topic was Cyber Security & The
Decentralization of Labor. We had the pleasure of
having Mr. Amadeo Brands, Co-Founder & CTO at EOI
Digital & DotYeti.com talking about how remote work
and access data also outside the companies walled
garden becomes more and more normal and how to
protect your internal IP and data from being hacked.

On Monday, the 15th of June a webinar about
improving your resume and LinkedIN was hosted by
the NTCC, Tom Sorensen an expert in the recruitment
field was the speaker at this webinar. “If you don’t take
care of your personal brand, others will do it for you”
this was his opening sentence. Tom Sorensen shared
many insights from a recruiter’s perspective, with a
focus on how you can be seen by the right recruiters
and get through the first selection phase. A recruiter will
take an average of six seconds to scan your resume, in
those seconds you should have convinced them. We
would like to thank Tom Sorensen for sharing insights
and knowledge with us.

On the 31st of March the NTCC hosted their first
webinar in close cooperation with NLinBusiness and
Mazars Thailand. This webinar covered the business
impact of "COVID-19" and provided practical
strategies for SME's in Thailand.

We made this webinar available for everyone to watch,
with so many companies shifting to working remotely
the risk to have valuable data leaked increases if not
taking the right precautions.
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KIS’s Approach for Effective Remote Learning
By Ms. Alison Ya-Wen Yang (MYP Coordinator) – KIS International School

A

........

s children are now learning from home, parents are
struggling to understand how the remote learning
models can work effectively. KIS put together the O.R.E.O.
model, which covers main concepts of remote learning for
teachers, parents and students. This model was initially
created for our Secondary School by Alison Yang, MYP Coordinator, and the school has adapted it for appropriate
use in our Primary School as well. Alison Yang has a blog
where she regularly shares her expertise and experience
with other educators to ensure a positive learning experience
for students and to support parents. As such, the O.R.E.O.
concept has since been adapted by other international
schools around the world

O.R.E.O. stands for Objective, Responsibility, Expectation, and Organization, and
they are important for all stakeholders:
teachers, students, and parents/guardians. These core ideas have really helped
to shape KIS’s curriculum with positive
feedback from the community.

*O.R.E.O. Model for KIS Secondary School by Alison Yang
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•

•

•

The objectives for learning need to be clearly
defined by teachers and understood by students
before they begin any assignment. Teachers
should not be giving students busy work without
a clear purpose.
Students, teachers, and parents each have
specific responsibilities. Teachers have the responsibility to provide a holistic and balanced
curriculum. They need to update materials and
clearly and regularly communicate instructions.
Students have a responsibility to take ownership of
their learning and to complete tasks and assignments
with their highest level of effort. Parents can help
facilitate and support their child(ren)’s learning but
are by no means expected to become their new
teachers.
The school has a responsibility to set expectations of
what remote learning will and will not be. At KIS,
a combination of asynchronous and synchronous
learning is provided. It has been shown through research that trying to replicate a school day online

•

•

does not work. Independent work allows students
to develop time management and organizational
skills. It also allows the school to better assist
students who have learning support needs and
provides the much-needed flexibility to families
who are all facing unique situations. However,
the importance of social interaction cannot be
understated, and so strategically and purposefully taking advantage of various technologies to
allow students to virtually “see” one another and
ask questions to their teachers are also regularly
provided.
Being organized is key in managing personal time,
resources, and obtaining help when it’s needed.
Teachers should make sure their assignments are
easy to find, sequenced and easy to track. We have
also found it helpful to share learning outcomes as
well as estimated times to complete assignments
so that students and parents can manage their
times and prioritize. Having a dedicated learning
space to encourage productivity is also extremely
important for everyone.

O.R.E.O. Online Learning has been extremely helpful in the development and continuous improvement of the
remote learning programmes offered at KIS. By pulling together the expectations of the teachers, students,
and parents, everyone has a clear understanding of how to work together to help each child learn best.

O.R.E.O. Model for KIS Primary School
adapted by Primary School Administration from Alison Yang
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Kindness and sharing – the world’s new currency: a
humanist entrepreneur’s perspective
By Suphakarn (Earng) Varinpramote, Co-Founder & Project Lead, Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC, Netherlands – Thai
Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

I

........

n such era of crisis, amidst the coronavirus pandemic, there arose several fundamental questions
to us all, where the world is attempting towards the ‘New Normal’ in its own way. Businesses are
asking themselves, whether it is enough to only chase profits at the expense of a fragile, recovering economy?
An economy of trust and sharing for the world is arising once more. It is refreshing to witness people within
our humble NTCC community, who have been embracing this ‘New Normal’ with grace, even before the
crisis struck us to the core. Today, we invite you to dig deep into the question of what it means to be human,
what your contribution means for the world; through the eyes of Sallo Polak, ‘Nederlander’, Chiang Mai
resident, and Founder of Philanthropy Connections Foundation. After reading this interview article today,
you may find your answer.
Sallo Polak has fond memories of growing up in the 60s
in Deventer, a small town in the Netherlands, moving at
15 to Amsterdam for school. At 18, Sallo took his first
extensive trip crossing Europe, the Middle-East, Africa,
and India driven by an interest in world issues and a
curiosity of unjust political regimes around the world.
Having witnessed a lot of poverty during his travels, he
embarked on a journey as a documentary filmmaker
wanting to spark awareness towards issues in developing
countries witnessed along the way. Later, Sallo enjoyed
a long career in television as floor manager; role of the
‘communicator’ at the heart of every television show responsible for getting people on the same page, finding
the synchronicity of everyone’s rhythm. After an extended
holiday in Laos in 2004, he embarked on another journey,
leaving his career behind, hoping to become a ‘communicator’ once again, but this time to speak out on poverty
in the developing world and do his part for change. Back
then, it all started with one question: ‘What happened to
my old ideals?’…

Why Chiang Mai, why Thailand?

When I made the decision to quit my job, I was first looking
for an organization in Laos where I felt my contribution
would amount for something. By that time, I already had
ideas about how I wanted to help and what an effective
organization should look like but it was difficult to find that
kind of organization in Laos. So I started looking in a wider
circle and after visiting several organizations in Thailand
I found one in Chiang Mai and worked with them as
a volunteer for about 4 years. It was here that I worked
out my own ideas about the most effective way to help
communities and people in need. I saw many great local
initiatives addressing the real needs in their own communities, people who exactly know what the problems are
and the best way to solve them. I could see supporting
these was much more effective than coming with an
outsider’s solution that nobody was waiting or asking for.

Young Sallo ice-skating in the Netherlands back in the ‘70s.
“When you support ‘projects’, instead of doing them
yourselves, you can do a lot more.“
So I began raising funds for a few great projects I selected,
and it took off from there. By then, I was already based in
Chiang Mai, had a network here already, so it was for me
the best place to base my own organization.

Wow. It is quite a journey you’ve had from a very
young age for social ambitions. Until now.

Yes! (Laughs) Yeah.. and somehow I wished I came here
40 years ago. Maybe it would have been better to start
earlier on but I do know that everything before this gave
me a lot of skills, a good network – all of which are
helping me now to do the work that I’m doing. So, not
many regrets there.
“I do have the feeling that I’m here now and doing exactly
what I want to doing and making a difference… maybe
not on a very large scale, but the people we do help, it’s
a world of difference for them.”
At the moment we are supporting 30 projects benefiting
6000 to 8000 people per year, in many different ways.
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It matters greatly what we do, rather than the
scale of the things we do.

Oh definitely. Yeah. I often say is that we want to help as
many people as possible within the limitations that we
have. But also, we do never want to forget the ‘human
scale’. So if we see individuals in need, we take the time
to help. One recent example is of a mother of 4 children
who fled domestic violence in her country and she had
nothing so we helped her.

is to find the hidden projects, those who do not have
the resource to find us themselves, the one without the
network. We go out to find the ones where other organizations cannot reach, where help is really needed. is to find
the hidden projects, those who do not have the resource
to find us themselves, the one without the network. We
go out to find the ones where other organizations cannot
reach, where help is really needed.

This leads me to my next question. What does it
mean for you to be human?

OK. I was hoping for that question! Haha. To be human
for me, is to be humane. Whenever you have the possibility
to help others do that, better yet create the circumstances
to do exactly that..

What makes PCF different from other non-profit
organizations?

At the moment we are supporting 30 projects benefiting
6000 to 8000 people per year, in many different ways.
First of all, one thing we do is we shut up and listen. We
do not come up with our own solutions. The people in the
community know best what the needs. They live their lives
there. They know what the problems are, what solutions
work, what won’t work. We do not believe in ideas that
are not owned by the communities. So we shut up, and
listen to their needs and how they want to be supported.
Then, we do a very thorough due diligence to see if they
meet our support criteria. We are also not a one-trick
pony. We are flexible in what we support. Poverty comes in so many different faces. We do not say things like
‘education is the key to solve all problems’, or ‘if malaria
is beaten, then all the problems are solved’. We listen
first to what the communities need, we ask the question
‘what can you do to empower your community?’. So we
get to do so many different things. We do education, we
have healthcare programs, we build sanitation, we help
people in refugee camps. And now with the coronavirus
situation, we help with food support. I think that is why
a small organization such as ours is effective. We are
flexible. We do what is really needed.
We also have very low overhead costs. No expensive
cars or houses. We pay local salaries also for our foreign
staffs, a low-rent office. We also constantly monitor and
evaluate the projects that we support. We want to make
sure that the help that we give is effective, cost-efficient,
and that it continues to make a real difference. We keep
our sponsors informed. We find it important that they
know exactly where their funds are going, what effect
their money has. So we keep them in the loop informally
through phone calls and emails, also formally via frequent
interim and final reports. So they know exactly what they
are paying for. We also do not wait for the projects to
find us. We go out to find the projects. We believe that if
the projects can find us, they can also find other funder
organizations. Our philosophy

Which projects are your favourite thus far with
PCF?
Well, we have supported around 95 projects so far since
we started at the end of 2011. Like I said, we only support
projects that are urgent and needed so all our projects
are very relevant.

In Thailand for instance, we support a project that is run
by the foundation for applied linguistics – it is a mother
-tongue-based multilingual education project. In many
ethnic villages, local people speak their local language,
at school, with their families – Akha, Laos, Leesu, these are
their languages. Then they go to a government school
where they get a Thai-speaking teacher that they don’t
understand. So many of these children have no idea
what’s going on in class and they drop out.
Already, many of these ethnic people are at a disadvantage
if they can’t follow proper education. They will not be
successful in getting better positions in the community.
So the foundation for applied linguistics came up with
a fantastic educational program, very interactive. They
train local teachers who teach the children in their local
languages but meanwhile, at the same time these local
teachers cooperate with the Thai teachers to teach Thai
language to the children.
So within the course of a year and a half to two years,
these children will be fluent in Thai as well. So they get
to learn the exact same things the Thai children do. I
think this is a project that will give better opportunities
in life for these children. At the moment we support five
schools with salaries for these teachers.

It is very different from the generic approach in
the ‘CSR’ that many companies are doing. It’s
not just distributing packages and supplies.

It is different. I think indeed we have so many examples of
people who want to do good with their club or companies.
They collect a lot of stationery, bring it to the schools.
Pictures are taken and everybody feels good about
themselves. But that’s it. Maybe that school doesn’t need
stationery but they need other infrastructure like toilets.
So we look at the real needs and we can help companies
make a real difference. If they let us discuss with them
how companies and businesses can really make an impact
for the communities in which they operate in, then we are
so willing to do that.
“We are about making a real difference and I think it is
important that companies understand that and give us
the opportunity to give them the opportunity to make a
difference.”

humanist, as someone who wants to help others. The
most effective way of doing that is within an organization
and that has to be done in a business-like way. And I
have people around me, my team, who help me to run
the organization effectively. So, when I present myself it
is not as an entrepreneur, but as someone who runs an
organization that is supporting others.

Compared to running a profit-led business,
how different is the management of a non-profit
organization like yourself? Can they relate to
each other?

First of all, I think I prefer the term ‘for-purpose’ organization
instead of non-profit. Our organization is here with a purpose, not just to not make a profit, but to achieve a goal. I
think there is a difference there. And to achieve your goals
many of the same management principles are needed as in
commercial businesses as well.

Do you consider yourself a business person?

To set up an organization and to run it you need to be an
entrepreneur. But, I see myself first and foremost as a

“Our success is not how much profit we make, but how
well we perform in achieving our purpose, to empower
as many people in need to escape poverty. We support
them with the tools they need to be shape their own lives.”

Why, in your opinion, should businesses contribute back to society?

What has been your experience so far being
active in the NTCC community?

It comes back to what I said before – I am a humanist. I
think what makes you human is when you see people in
need, you help. And what is true for people I think is true
for businesses as well. It makes you a happier person,
a more valuable person to help others. And therefore, it
makes you a more happier business if you do that – your
team and your customers will know that you are helping
your local community – this will make a difference for
them too. The main point is that people should help people
in need, and I feel businesses also should do the same.
And the added-value is that they become happier as people,
and as companies a more valuable business too. That is
my thought.

I see an interest in the NTCC community towards what
we do as an organization. By far, the biggest part of the
community is business people, and they are there to run
their businesses and sell their products. So, we are a bit
of the odd duck in the pond, doing something different.
When I talk to people in the NTCC community, they
see value in what we do. Several companies are already supporting us, they like what we do and want
to contribute where possible. The NTCC itself as an
organization is very supportive of what we do. So
whenever I have the opportunity to tell our story, I am
always happy to. Now to bring that interest into action
and gain actual support, will be the next step.

Message from Rob Rijnders, NTCC community member, FMCG professional
“I am personally passionate about projects related to education & well-being. Therefore we have supported a project to provide scholarships to children in the North
of Thailand. My private smaller foundation LearningCompass, has co-supported this
project with Philanthropy Connections. Via my business partners in Myanmar, we
have also focused on projects in Myanmar-provinces that needed extra attention.
In the Netherlands I have been part of a meeting full of sponsors and also one of the
main ambassadors of Philanthropy Connections, Dutch Celebrity Mrs. Catherine Keijl,
during which there was extreme enthusiasm for all the projects of PCF. During my
Unilever time, I have taken the spirit of the Unilever Sustainability Plan into my private
domain and have sponsored and supported PCF in that way. I have tried to select
projects close to an area, which I think will deliver longer term sustainable impact for
people: that's why I have chosen for education. My own purpose is to help people to
live-their talents, shine like stars and deliver great results. By doing so, business and
personal matters will be synchronized and will lead to longer term positive impact.
Philanthropy Connections perfectly fits in this approach.
We have to let go of CSR and move into a more sustainable longer term relationship
with charities like PCF. Every little helps obviously but the children or more mature
people in need, do need our support more structurally. By supporting PCF, everyone
can be rest assured that these objectives will be met!”
To rebuild, recover, and restart our world towards its ‘New Normal’, one must question time and time again the fundamental question of what is means to be human. Businesses and organizations are the object of human creation and so,
what can groups of people do to continue doing good, to help others in times of need, and put our best foot forward
for the sustainability of the planet. – What can YOU do? 2020 maybe a trying year for all of us, but it is never too late to
write the remainder of our story. We hope you will consider Philanthropy Connections being part of bringing that story,
of doing good, reaching out to your communities, to life.
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PUMPING SOLUTIONS FOR WHERE IT REALLY MATTERS
Some of the prestigious projects undertaken by KBTL in recent times –
Protecting Six Districts of Bangkok against Floods
KBTL supplied and installed six concrete volute pumps (CVP) with a
large delivery size of 2 metres and capacity of 36000 m3/hr, for the
prestigious Bang Sue drainage project

Pumping the South Bangkok Power Plant
KBTL is leading suppliers of Cooling Water (CW) application and Charge
Time Measurement Unit (CTMU) pumps for the prestigious South
Bangkok Power Plant

We Keep Thailand's Largest Shopping Centre Cool
KBTL keeps Iconsiam, Thailand's largest shopping centre, cool with its
HVAC pumps, Yet another addition to the long list of iconic structures
worldwide which rely on our trusted pumping solutions for heat,
ventilation and cooling operation 24x7.

Amata Manufacturing Facility Equipped with-

CAD Design
Support

Stock more than 600 pumps
and engines

Readily spares stock
available

Assembly of pumpsets

Fabrication & Paint booth
facility

Pump Test
Facility

Pumps I Valves I Hydro Turbines I Turnkey Projects
Building & Construction I Water Resource Management I Irrigation I Industry I Power I Oil & Gas
Agri & Domestic I Solar Pumping System
KIRLOSKAR BROTHERS (THAILAND) LIMITED
A Kirloskar Group Company
Registered ofce: 50 Sukhumvit 21 Road (Asoke), GMM Grammy Place Ofce Building, 18 FL., Unit 1805, Khlongtoey-nua, Wattana,
Bangkok-10110, Thailand. Telephone: +66 2 661 8272-4, Fax: +66 2 661 8282
Manufacturing Address: Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate (Phase 8), 700/711 Moo 1, Phan Thong, Phan Thong,
Chonburi-20160, Thailand. | Email: admin@kirloskar.co.th | Website: www.kirloskarpumps.com

New corporate members

Grant Thornton

11th Floor, Capital Tower,
All Seasons Place
87/1 Wireless Road
Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok

Gideon Otto Moolenburgh
Regional Finance Director

T: +66 (0) 2 205 8222
E: marketing@th.gt.com
W: www.grantthornton.co.th
Grant Thornton is a network of independent assurance, tax and
advisory firms, made up of 53,000 people in over 135 countries.
Whether you are privately owned, publicly listed or public-sector
organisations, we can help you achieve your business objectives.
In Thailand, we have over 270 professionals helping clients in a
broad range of industries and providing services in: Audit and
assurance | Business process solutions and outsourcing Financial
advisory | Tax & legal Human capital consulting | Japanese business
practice With our international reach and expertise combined with
the personal attention, added value and relationship-based approach, we are the leading service provider for growth-based
organisations.

Tom Sorensen (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Bhiraj Tower @ BITEC, 23rd floor
4345 Sukhumvit Road
Bangna, Bangna, Bangkok 10260

Tom Sorensen
Managing Partner

T: +66 (0) 2 017 5122
E: tom.s@tomsorensen.in.th W:
www.tomsorensen.in.th
Executive Recruitment & Search for multinational and local
organisations looking to fill management positions in Thailand.
Tom Sorensen is a specialist executive search boutique firm
at the top of the local recruitment market. For almost 20
years we continue to lead innovation in the executive search
profession.

For more information please visit: Website: www.grantthornton.
co.th
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THE WILL TO ADAPT HELPED US TO MEET NEW
CHALLENGES
Philanthropy Connections
At PCF we believe in empowering people by giving them
the right tools to overcome their difficult circumstances.
The tools vary as the needs of the communities vary.
COVID-19 made survival itself a daily concern for many
in Chiang Mai and remote villages in northern Thailand.
We had to temporarily shift focus to helping people literally
feed their families. We started a free meal initiative with
Monsoon Tea restaurant. As the need grew, we had
to raise funds or risk using up our reserves. We ran a
fundraiser on Facebook and our website. Help Helpen
in Thailand, an initiative of several NTCC members,
donated THB 130.000 (to-date). People and groups
(many we didn’t even know) stepped up to help us
get food to the most desperate. We forged new and
stronger connections with our supporters. Who knows
what future benefits this may bring to the people we
help with their efforts to escape poverty.
So far:
• 14.000+ meals distributed in Chiang Mai (200+
daily) with Monsoon Tea.
• 2.400 people in remote areas of northern Thailand
received food packages that will last them 2-3
months

A crucial aspect of burn management involves assessing
the extent of the injury, which is done via an estimation of
skin burned as a percentage of total body surface area.
This measurement is used to plan fluid resuscitation and
nutritional management, surgical procedures and ultimately dictates patient prognosis.
Previous methods of burn severity used two-dimensional
models and did not factor any variables into account.
In recent years, Operation Smile Thailand along with
various Thai medical institutions, developed a unique
application called 3D Burn. The program is electronic,
utilizes three-dimensional models, and factors in multiple
variables including body type and shape, gender, height,
weight and BMI.
3D Burn Application has proven to be highly accurate
when compared with previous methods of assessment.
It is free and very user-friendly, fast and reliable. Doctors
using the program have given extremely positive feedback. It is anticipated the application will revolutionize
the way surgical teams manage burns across the world.

www.philanthropyconnections.org

STAYING RELEVANT
Tab tour Asia
With the world rushing to keep abreast of changing
circumstances, as entrepreneurs, we are also forced to
keep up to speed. To stay relevant at tabtourasia, we
have modified and moved two of our popular interactive
team building programs to an online environment, created
a new team development program to help companies
develop high-performance teams, and created multiple
online fun and engaging networking activities.
Find more information at www.tabtourasia.com

3D-BURN RESUCITATION: FREE SMARTPHONE APPLICATION
Operation Smile Foundation in collaboration with Chonburi
Hosptial
The realization of the urgency in treating patients with
burn injuries, about 10,000 cases in Thailand alone, has
brought Operation Smile Foundation and Chonburi
Hospital to fund and work in partnership with multiple
parties on “3D Burn Resuscitation: Free Smartphone
Application”.
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PREPARING FOR THE POST COVID-19 BUSINESS
LANDSCAPE
Grant Thornton
COVID-19 is one of the most significant events we
have seen so far this century. In recent months, Grant
Thornton has helped many organisations develop their
business continuity plans for the crisis. We have also
written a series of articles on what businesses should
be doing now and in the near term, including looking
after the well-being of staff.
Eventually the crisis will end, but businesses should
consider what the post-pandemic landscape will look
like and how to position themselves to thrive within it.
Businesses that do not have any online capacity will
have to quickly develop their e-commerce infrastructure
to maintain their relevance. The growing remote work
trend is also here to stay. This long-term shift could lead
to higher productivity while saving on the cost of office
space.
Some businesses will likely need to re-focus their efforts
on core activities, while outsourcing remaining tasks.
This will allow for increased focus during normal periods
and greater agility when facing future crises.
By making the right plans now, organisations can build
resiliency and set themselves up for success.
For more information, visit our COVID-19 microsite:
www.grantthornton.co.th/campaigns/coronavirus-covid-19/.
It provides up-to-date coverage of business-related
policy developments as well as strategic advice for
handling the ongoing situation.

Contact information:
Website: www.grantthornton.co.th/
Email: Marketing@th.gt.com
Tel: 02-205-8222
Or follow us for more updates at:
LinkedIn: Grant Thornton TH
Facebook: Grant Thornton Thailand

CONFRONTING CORONAVIRUS
Arburg

In addition to manufacturing safety goggles, ARBURG
has launched a project to help fight the spread of the
coronavirus. Since 11 May, the company has been using
its injection moulding technology to produce face masks
made from LSR and PP. The multifunctional masks can
be sterilised and reused.
High-tech: liquid silicone rubber product designed and
produced in-house in Lossburg
ARBURG developed the high-quality sustainable masks
in-house and produced initial prototypes with freeformers
using additive methods. The product consists of a soft
liquid silicone rubber mask which fits over the nose and
mouth and a rigid PP shield with loops to which elastic
bands can be attached. There is a standardised
connection with a hole in the centre of the mask (DIN
EN ISO 5356-1:2004). Breathing masks are in huge
demand. Automated serial production of these two
components is under way in Lossburg on two electric
ALLROUNDERs. The company is aiming to produce
3500 masks a day.
Multifunctional: breathing masks for general use and for
use by hospital staff
The flexible high-tech masks are multifunctional: in
general use, the opening is sealed with a flow gate to
prevent infection. A filter housing can be attached to the
flow gate at the next configuration level. ARBURG intends to commence production of this component very
soon working in collaboration with partners. The use
of suitable FFP2 or FFP3 filters will provide protection
against COVID-19 and enable the masks to be used by
doctors and nurses, for example.

Stay connected with ARBURG LINE Thailand account now!
in Thai language! Search
“@arburg_th” on LINE and
add us as your friend or
easily scan the QR code
here and connect with us.
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SANI STEP
UpTBB
The RE-open Kit - Stay Clean/Stay Safe, is an
initiative from the Dutch-owned The Signage
Factory Ltd., and consists of some of the safety
articles, we all have become so very familiar
with, must have:
- Hand sanitizer stands
- Sneeze guards
- Face Masks
the collection is growing. It's all made in Thailand, and is available for ordering from www.sani-step.com

FABER FLAGS ASIA LAUNCHES COMMUNITY MASKS 4U
Faber Flags Asia
As a company, we strive to be “visibly the best” in anything we do!
Wearing a facemask reduces the spread of viruses and bacteria in the community, not only the Covid-19 virus!
In today’s challenging business and social environment, we made it our goal to engage in the production of masks
with superior characteristics compared to what is readily available in the market.
Wearing a facemask reduces the spread of viruses and bacteria in the community, not only the Covid-19 virus!
By offering comfortable, stylish and safe reusable masks, we make it easier for everyone to contribute to a safer
community. Our inhouse graphic designers have come up with some very attractive and creative designs, but we
don’t stop there. We can customize the masks with your logo or message. Our designers are there to work with you
to make your own design stand out from the crowd!
When wearing a mask bacteria and viruses accumulate on the surface and in between the fibers of the fabric. The only
way to effectively remove and kill them is to wash the mask at 60 C in a washing machine.
Our masks can be washed multiple times in a washing machine at 60 C, without shrinkage or color fading, so you can
safely wear them day after day.
Check it out on www.communitymasks4u.com
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BUMRUNGRAD LAUNCHES "60-SECOND SERVICE,"
RESPONDING TO THE NEW NORMAL TREND
Bumrungrad Hosptital
Bumrungrad Hospital launches the new "60-Second
Service" to make it faster, more convenient, and easier
to access such basic services as vaccination and
drug-dispensing, in the safest manner. A service
befitting the COVID-19 situation, it also reflects a trend
in providing such services that will likely become a new
normal after this pandemic is over.
That is, the services can be rendered within 60 seconds
after consulting with doctors and getting prescriptions.
Services at the 60 Second Service Clinic are always
provided under safe and hygienic conditions.
•
•
•

Pick up your medications or complete your vaccinations
at the conveniently located clinic.
Services are provided under safe and hygienic
conditions, with medications and vaccines stored
in a temperature-controlled environment.
Services are performed by experienced,
well-trained medical personnel, who strictly maintain
appropriate safety measures throughout each
patient visit.

60 Second Service Clinic
Level P2, Bumrungrad
International Tower
8.00 – 18.00 hrs. For more
information, please call 1378
(local calls only)
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